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“I think the reason why I’m excited is for so many years that we have organized our base of the domestic workers, now we are making a difference. The impact of overtime is really amazing in terms of rebuilding and revolutionizing the private home care industry in California. And to set precedent that we are saying to the public, the property, the American Society that we have had enough: 100 years that we’ve been excluded: now we are starting to change our lives. I am so honored to be part of this movement because we are handing a legacy to the next generation of caregivers, nannies, and other domestic workers to work with dignity and respect and to be counted as part of the working class of the society.”

--Lolita Andrada Lledo, Filipino Workers Center

“I hope for them is to know how to value their dignity as domestic workers, that they feel proud of everything we can do, that their work is as valuable as that of any job. And that they should feel proud that they can do it.”

--Veronica Nieto Miranda, Mujeres Unidas y Activas

“My case is that I also arrived to the collective feeling really sad because I felt I was already an older person and no one would want to hire me. I was disappointed and thought, well, everyone wants to hire young people to work for them, no one will give me a job. When I came to La Colectiva, I realized that I could work, that I had rights, and they empowered me and now I feel very informed. I feel really good. I can even speak in public, I feel fabulous.”

--Lourdes Dobarganes, La Colectiva de Mujeres de San Francisco
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On June 3, 2015, the California Domestic Workers Coalition (CDWC), affiliates of the National Domestic Workers Alliance (NDWA), and allies met for an all-day convening at the UCLA Labor Center. This convening was a collaboration between domestic workers and allies as co-researchers for participants to create a policy report on enforcement of The California Domestic Workers Bill of Rights (California AB 241) in relation to other Domestic Worker Bill of Rights (DWBOR) in the USA. The California act has a sunset provision and is set to expire January 1, 2017 without further action. Thinking about enforcement provides a space to consider improvements in this area that subsequent legislation might also address. Since the June 3, 2015 Enforcement Convening Senator Connie Leyva (District 20- Chino) has introduced legislation SB 1015, the “2016 Domestic Worker Bill of Rights” to end the sunset provision from SB 241 and establish the permanence of the California Domestic Worker Bill of Rights with the collaboration of The California Domestic Workers Coalition. Passing California SB 1015 “2016 Domestic Worker Bill of Rights” is critical to enforcing California’s Domestic Worker Bill of Rights.

Domestic Workers Bill of Rights legislative initiatives are important to building power and enforcing rights using state governments to mitigate the exclusions from federal employment laws. DWBOR enables domestic workers to assert rights and use state agencies to enforce employer compliance and remedies for domestic workers when violations occur.
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The CDWC Convening on enforcement strategies focused on four key aspects:

- Grassroots/worker empowerment, leadership & organization to increase membership capacity and power amongst CDWC + NDWA
- Workers’ rights (pay/benefits/legal recognition) + dignity
- Building power & coalitions to use governments and states/city councils for enforcement
- Identifying systemic and institutional patterns that impact domestic workers for analysis and transformation that includes domestic workers’ in the process

The convening also discussed strengthening coalition relationships and sharing best practices for outreach, including patterns and ideas for a future grassroots campaign to enact AB 241 as permanent legislation by passing SB 1015 “2016 Domestic Worker Bill of Rights” as permanent legislation and addressing enforcement in future legislation and policymaking. It emphasized empowering domestic workers to advocate for their own rights, recognizing care work as significant and foundational to all other forms of work, developing equity within the occupation and between domestic work and other jobs, and affirming dignity and respect.

**CDWC: Membership, Leadership + Empowerment**

**Member Organizations + Grassroots Strategies**

Enforcement depends on empowerment of workers and building coalitions with CDWC, NWDA affiliates, allies, and domestic workers. Discussions covered the strengthening of worker center and membership organization leadership to empower domestic workers to share stories, provide public testimonies, and provide expertise to legislators and policy-makers. Part of their organization strategy to empower members, develop leadership, and access power includes sharing labor rights and strategies to enforce DWBOR, negotiating working conditions, and working with California Legislators and California enforcement agencies. These member organizations consist of domestic workers, address immigrant rights and human rights, and
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develop community coalitions to strengthen empowerment and the enforcement of the DWBOR.8

Professionalization + Training

Training, career development, and access to education and professional options enhances enforcement. Domestic Workers United (NDWA affiliate in New York) has a pilot program for training and certification of domestic workers. Professionalization is a way to also increase dignity and respect. Through licensing and recognized standards, professionalization offers a venue to enforce workers’ rights. Educational opportunities to explore other career paths and general access to education, including high school completion and higher education, support the professionalization approach to enforcement.9

Domestic Work as Important Work: Rights + Dignity

Enforcement of AB 241 and related legislation, with inclusions and changes to national laws, affirms the dignity of domestic workers. Domestic workers cite access to workers’ rights (such as wage protection, time off, and access to pension and other employment benefits that other workers have enjoyed) as indicators of respect and dignity.10 Respect includes recognizing the rights of domestic workers to have fulfilling lives to enjoy leisure, time with family and community, and the financial resources needed for a meaningful existence.11
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CDWC and NDWA have successfully begun to challenge the devaluation of care labor in the home by enacting legislation and working towards enforcement. Domestic work also includes emotional labor that needs to be recognized within the legislative frames of DWBOR.12

Testimony: Visibility and Shaping of Legislation

Public awareness of AB 241 as a new law is crucial for enforcement. Domestic workers’ public testimony, which presents their knowledge and experiences, has been crucial in campaigns to pass legislation and will continue to shape employment policy. Massachusetts NDWA affiliate MataHari: Eye of the Day (MataHari) presented its recent Domestic Workers’ Bill of Rights legislative success that came from building power through grassroots organizing and public testimonies.13 Continuing grassroots organizing, speaking at public hearings, and sharing testimony and narratives through television media, journalism and social media is important to challenging the stereotypes and myths about domestic workers, which is necessary for enforcement.

Public Awareness

Reaching a broad public is essential for enforcement as well as for passing legislation.14 Geographic strategies can increase public awareness for enforcement to target neighborhoods where domestic workers are isolated. Mechanisms include advertisements on public transportation and outreach at community events to domestic workers’ and the general public. Presenting information in multiple languages is necessary for outreach because workers, employers, and clients speak many different languages. Working with journalists and media


outlets, including local news sources, represents another strategic option. Enforcement also includes educating employers to observe and comply with AB 241 and other laws.

**Patterns + Structures with Domestic Care + DWBOR**

**Enforcement via state and local government agencies**

State agencies must initiate and take responsibility for enforcement. Models of enforcement that require individuals to step forward as whistleblowers often lead to higher risks for those reporting violations. Placing enforcement burdens on individuals—especially domestic and care workers residing in a household—decreases reports of abuse and hinders enforcement. By placing the initiative for enforcement with government entities, the power dynamics change. The government can focus on patterns of abuse and violations.  

Enforcement strategies include alliance with member organizations working with state agencies, especially Departments of Labor, Human Rights divisions, and legal units: information sharing, building relationships with state agencies, guiding members through enforcement processes, civil litigation, and tools to negotiate and self-advocate. A representative with a janitorial union shared that cooperating with state agencies has helped establish worker credibility as experts and facilitated the efforts of allies to encourage state agencies to undertake investigations and issue orders for compliance. It also has empowered the union to help members assert claims, or at least document potential grievances even if individuals were unwilling to come forward. Another domestic worker shared her success with using a government administrative claim process to challenge an employer, who committed wage theft, to obtain pay owed with punitive damages.

Haeyoung Yoon of the National Employment Law Project (NELP) offered various litigation strategies and stressed the ability of legal allies to enforce rights using civil court and administrative proceedings through state labor agencies. Yet this enforcement model relies on
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individual workers to come forward.16 Tax law and challenges to employer miss-classification of workers as independent contractors shift responsibility for enforcement to state agencies.17 NELP affirmed the need for state agencies to enforce DWBOR and other labor laws rather than rely on whistle-blowers.

Household Workers: private residences as employment sites

Multiple strategies can reach workers in private residences, including wealthy neighborhoods near Los Angeles and San Francisco, even though barriers to enforcement and awareness building come from the workplace being simultaneously a private residence and workers’ place of lodging. Legal and cultural notions of privacy, including property rights, interfere with enforcement.18 The structure of live-in work often creates isolation from family and community members, difficulty in accessing public transportation and community services, and an inability to leave, obtain information, or procure help due to exacerbated conditions of dependency that at times can arise to abuse. There is also an inherent power imbalance of living with an employer, including visa restrictions or the pretense of family relationships, an ideology that entraps domestic workers feeling beholden to their employers. Successful outreach strategies of meeting in public spaces, such as parks, schools, and public libraries in metropolitan neighborhoods such as Manhattan and Brooklyn, New York, must be adapted to the challenges of suburbs and gated communities.19
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Possible strategies include public advertising in multiple languages, using multiple media sources, contacting schools and community organizations to empower them on employers’ compliance, working with state agencies, and using grassroots organizing strategies to help shift public opinion and policy-makers to recognize private homes as places of employment.

**Immigration & Human Trafficking**

The June 3 convening built on the ongoing work of NDWA and CDWC to address immigration and human trafficking as related to the question of domestic worker empowerment. Policy and legislative recommendations include both federal and state initiatives such as passing DWBOR. A serious concern about enforcement includes the record keeping requirement of employers and the differing impacts of AB-241 Domestic Workers’ Bill of Rights based on immigration status. The employment records AB-241 is a source of changing power relations for domestic workers with legal documents, permanent residency, or citizenship. While ensuring written contracts is part of other DWBOR and can be an enforcement strategy, the written contracts and employment records can create potential problems and harm for domestic workers with precarious immigrant situations, such as those with an employer-based visa, undocumented status, and mixed-status families. Strengthening the existing California legislation AB-241 as permanent law with modifications that come from CDWC can empower domestic workers to access and expand enforcement options in AB-241.

**Conclusion:**

#Dignity Rising.

*The dignity of our families deserves permanent protections, pass SB 1015!*

*¡ La dignidad de nuestras familia merece protecciones permanentes, apoyemos SB 1015!*

*Ang dignidad ng atig mga pamilya ay nararapat magkaroon ng permanenteng proteksyon, suportahan ang SB 1015!*

---California Domestic Worker Coalition
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Efforts to strengthen the enforcement of AB 241 must include ending the sunset provision and ensuing rigorous enforcement via government agencies that also empowers domestic workers. Passing SB 1015 “2016 Domestic Worker Bill of Rights” is crucial to affirming domestic workers’ rights and dignity. To understand what happens on the ground, academic researchers and policy makers must go to domestic workers and representative organizations as experts throughout the process. Enforcement must acknowledge the rights and dignity of domestic workers as workers.